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Accessories for INTER-LINER and INTER-LINER Hybrid UV

7046 5”

This cup brush is ideally suited for prepping a truck bed for
increased adhesion of INTER-LINER Hybrid UV. Prep up
to 50 trucks with one cup brush and do a better job with less
effort and in half of the time required for hand scuffing. The
nylon filaments of the cup brush are impregnated with
silicon carbide and perform best at low speed (1000-2000
RPM) leaving an effective swirl pattern and less dust.
Mounts to any standard electric or pneumatic polisher with
a 5/8-11 UNC spindle. One per box

Abrasive-Filament Cup Brush

96218

96217

96218WR

Pneumatic Gun for 1500ml

HSS Regulator for 96218

Pneumatic Gun with Regulator

Pneumatic gun for dispensing the INTER-LINER
Hybrid UV dual component cartridges. 1:1 ratio.
Nominal thrust 1,188 lbs. True adjustable regulator -
100 PSI maximum. Instant dump valve.

8747

8736

8741

Fine Static Mixer Atomizer

Medium

Heavy

Replacement static mixers. 6 per pkg

Static Mixer Atomizer

Static Mixer Atomizer

96700 OPTI-FIT Full Face Cartridge Respirator - Medium   1 per pkg.

NIOSH Approved TC-84A-1420 Silicone skirt offers exceptional durability and comfort. Nose cup
prevents fogging. Wide viewing area offering distortion free visibility and optical clarity. Five-point head
strap. Polycarbonate lens treated with anti-scratch coating.

96701

96702

96704

OPTI-FIT Full Face Cartridge Respirator - Large   1 per pkg.

Replacement Organic Vapors Cartridge & N95 Filters Combo Kit

Clear Peel-Off Lens Covers   25 per pkg.

7185 6” x 9” Scuff Pad (Fine - Grey)

These hand scuff pads are manufactured from tough
synthetic fibers that will not rust, they can used for dry
scuffing and fishing or may be used with water or
chemical solvents. They are flexible enough to be used in
hard to reach spots like the corners of the truck bed, yet
strong enough for continuous use when scuffing the
entire truck bed. 20 per box

7180

7179

6” x 9” Scuff Pad (Medium - Maroon)

6” x 9” Scuff Pad (Super Med. - Green)

70576 Wire Tape  1/4” wide x 100 foot roll

PROLINE is the original double-sided edge-
cutting tape, known for its unique high-tack,
copolymer adhesive that sticks instantly while
allowing for unlimited repositioning. The fine
crepe-paper body of PROLINE tape allows the
applicator to tear the tape manually and position it
around curves and irregular surfaces with ease.
The unique thickness and body of PROLINE
enables precise placement and conformity to
nearly any shape or surface. 1 per box


